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NEW YORK TIMESÂ BestellerÂ  Always on the go, Karl Lagerfeld is everywhere and nowhere all at

once. Now, fictional fashion blogger Florence de la Sabine (you can call her Fleur) must find him--

surely an interview with him will set her website apart from the rest. But where will he turn up? Roll

up your Alexander McQueen skull sleeves and bust out your vintage Chanel monocle as you follow

Fleur all around the world's hottest fashion scenes searching for Monsieur Lagerfeld. Is he at The

Met Gala in New York City? Strolling Coqui Coqui Beach in Tulum? On the slopes in St. Moritz?

Directing a photo shoot in Dubai? In these stunning, full-color illustrations, you'll spot all of the

industry's finest glitterati along the way, turning this book into a full-on game of who's who from

Anna Wintour to Beyonce to Woody Allen to Kim Kardashian to Suri Cruise to Prince William, and

many, many more.
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This is more than a coffee table book, it is a book of mini adventure as you try to find the elusive

Kaiser amongst the sea of celebrities. As your eyes roam across the pages, you can be easily

sidetracked by the other famous faces in this book. Once you start your search, it may be hard to

put this book down. The writing is also worth the read. You will not be bored with this one!

This is a very fun, tongue-in-cheek book. My husband and I have a silly fascination with Karl

Lagerfeld, so this was very amusing to us. I bought it for laughs and it was pretty great. Not to be



taken seriously, of course. Tons of "cameos" in here from celebrities and fashion world people...it's

a hoot. Published in 2015 and will probably seem quite dated in just a year or two, but we enjoyed it.

The illustrations absolutely "make" this book!!

I recently received a copy of Where's Karl?: A Fashion-Forward Parody by Stacey Caldwell and Ajiri

A. Aki from Blogging for Books to review. All opinions are my own. I grew up with Where's Waldo?

books and always loved hunting for Waldo in the dizzying pictures. So when I saw Where's Karl?

and that it is centered around Karl Lagerfeld and includes many other famous fashion and

pop-culture faces, I knew I had to check it out.The book's introduction is written by a fictional

blogger (how appropriate?!) named Florence de la Sabine (aka Fleur). Fleur is pretty much

obsessed with Karl and is going to travel around the world looking for him from Milan to Paris and so

on.Each place Fleur travels to is two pages of illustrations by Michelle Baron. There are so many

recognizable faces within each illustration. Toward the back of the book, there is a checklist of

people other than Karl to look for too.This book was a big hit with everyone in my family, including

my husband and son. We all enjoyed the friendly competition of finding Karl first. My mom picked it

up while she was over for Thanksgiving and spent her entire breakfast looking for Karl.If you're a fan

of fashion or celebrities, this is a fun book to have. It would also make a great gift for a fashion

loving friend!

I could not put this book down! I bought the book thinking it was like where's Waldo, but finding Karl.

Instead,I found myself having more fun finding all the other hidden celebs along the way! Every time

I looked at a page and thought I spotted it all, I would find something hilarious, like Dolce and

Gabana flipping pizzas lol! I can't wait to order more copies as x-mas gifts for all my friends!

This book was a great birthday gift for so many of my friends! It is a perfect small gift for those

people that you don't often buy actual large presents for. We got a kick out of the pages and even

though it is a parody it is addicting trying to find Karl and the other hidden items throughout the

pages. It is great fun for adults parodying the Waldo for kids. I will continue to buy it for people and

love it!!

Was a gift for a "fashion" friend who absolutely loved it - great coffee table book and fun for adults

who are nostalgic for Where's Waldo so they can enjoy it with more modern cultural references.



This book illustrates in beautiful detail a "fashion-forward parody" from cover to cover. Cleverly

designed and gorgeously illustrated, the artwork brings to life some of the best known names in the

fashion industry. We follow quirky and interesting characters around the world, to cities like Dubai

and New York, and to fashion week in all of the most fabulous locales.In your search for Karl you

will also find a sea of different celebrity, lifestyle and fashion personalities. Despite the book's title

and main character (Karl), the real hilarity lies within the overall portrayal of the fashion industry.

You see Grace Coddington, Naiomi Campbell, Giselle Bunchen, Mary-Kate and Ashley Olsen, Anna

Wintour, Alexa Chung, Bill Cunningham; the character legend is intense and wonderfully

amusing.This book makes an excellent gift to any style lover in your life or a great addition to your

coffee table books. A must buy for anyone who follows the fashion industry.

This book is so cute and perfect for fashionista's or people who know fashion designers. It's a great

book to flip thru with your girlfriends and a bottle of wine. Not only will you spy Karl but there are

many other designers and celebrities in the book. Definitely a fun and cute book and would make

the perfect gift!
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